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(54) TERMINAL CONFIGURATION METHOD AND RELEVANT COMMUNICATION DEVICE

(57) The present invention discloses a terminal con-
figuration method, including: obtaining, by a network de-
vice, cell access information and/or beam access infor-
mation; determining configuration information based on
the cell access information and/or the beam access in-
formation; and sending the configuration information to
a terminal. The present invention further discloses a net-

work device and a terminal that can implement the fore-
going terminal configuration method. In the present in-
vention, mobility of the terminal can be accurately deter-
mined, so that cell reselection performance, cell hando-
ver performance, or beam change performance of the
terminal can be improved.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the communications field, and in particular, to a terminal configuration method
and a related communications device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Long Term Evolution Advanced (Long Term Evolution Advanced, LTE-A for short) is an evolution of Long Term
Evolution (Long Term Evolution, LTE for short), and its objective is to satisfy a higher requirement of a wireless com-
munications market with more applications in the future while maintaining backward compatibility with the LTE. In the
LTE-A, key technologies such as carrier aggregation (Carrier Aggregation), enhanced uplink/downlink multiple-antenna,
coordinated multipoint transmission/reception (Coordinated Multi-point Tx and Rx), a relay (Relay), and enhanced inter-
cell interference coordination for heterogeneous networks (Enhanced Inter-cell Interference Coordination for Heteroge-
neous Network) are used, so that a peak data rate, peak spectral efficiency, cell spectral efficiency, and cell edge-user
performance of a wireless communications system can be greatly improved, and networking efficiency of an entire
network can also be improved.
[0003] In the LTE-A, not only a base station corresponding to a cell (cell) is disposed, but also a transmission and
reception point (Transmission and Reception Point) between a base station and user equipment (User Equipment, UE
for short) may be disposed. A transmission and reception point group (Transmission and Reception Point Group, TRPG
for short) including several TRPs corresponds to one virtual cell (Virtual Cell). UE may perform reselection or be handed
over between different TRPs or TRPGs.
[0004] When passing different cells, a terminal measures signals of a serving cell and a neighboring cell, and then
performs cell reselection or cell handover based on measured information and a configuration parameter (such as a
threshold). When a speed of the terminal is in different states, the terminal needs to perform corresponding measurement;
otherwise, the terminal has quite high power consumption. To reduce energy consumption and improve quality of service,
in the prior art, corresponding configuration parameters are set for different mobility states, to improve cell reselection
or cell handover performance.
[0005] In an existing LTE technology, cells have basically a same size, and the UE has two states: an idle (IDLE) state
and a connected (CONNECTED) state. The idle state is used as an example below, and an existing terminal configuration
method is generally as follows: A base station or UE may determine a quantity of cell reselection times of the UE in a
specified time (TCRmax). If the quantity of cell reselection times is within (N1, N2] in the time TCRmax, it is determined that
a mobility status of the UE is a medium-speed mobility state. If the quantity of cell reselection times is greater than N2
in the time TCRmaxHyst, it is determined that a mobility status of the UE is a high-speed mobility state. If the quantity of
cell reselection times is not greater than N1 in the time TCRmaxHyst, it is determined that a mobility status of the UE is a
normal-speed mobility state. The terminal may configure a corresponding cell reselection parameter based on a different
mobility state, to perform cell reselection.
[0006] However, in the LTE-A, there is a positive correlation between a range size of each virtual cell and a quantity
of TRPs in the virtual cell. Generally, if a TRPG includes more TRPs, a range of a virtual cell corresponding to the TRPG
is larger; otherwise, a range of a virtual cell is smaller. Virtual cells have ranges with different sizes. If an existing UE
mobility estimation method is still used to obtain mobility of UEs that access different virtual cells, an obtained result
does not coincide with an actual mobility case at all. If the terminal performs configuration for a cell based on an incorrect
result, cell reselection or cell handover performance is poor.

SUMMARY

[0007] The present invention provides a terminal configuration method, to accurately determine mobility of a terminal,
and improve cell reselection performance, cell handover performance, or beam change performance of the terminal.
[0008] A first aspect provides a terminal configuration method, including: obtaining, by a network device, first information
and/or second information, determining configuration information based on the first information and/or the second infor-
mation, and sending the configuration information to a terminal. The first information is cell access information, and the
second information is beam access information. In a possible implementation, the cell is a 5G cell, and the network
device is a base station or a transmission and reception point TRP; the cell access information includes a cell identifier
and/or a residence time of the terminal in the cell; and the beam access information includes a beam identifier and/or a
residence time of the terminal in a beam. Further, in a possible implementation, the cell access information further
includes a cell type, and the cell type is set based on a quantity of network devices in the cell and/or power of a network
device in the cell. Alternatively, in a possible implementation, the cell access information further includes cell capability
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information, and the cell capability information includes at least one of: beamforming capabilities, beam widths, or beam
coverage areas of all or some network devices in the cell.
[0009] It can be learned that the network device may obtain the beam access information, determine the configuration
information based on the beam access information, and send the configuration information to the terminal. Because a
beam change can reflect a change in a mobility status of the terminal, the mobility status of the terminal can be accurately
determined based on the beam access information. In this way, appropriate beam change configuration information is
configured for the terminal, and beam change performance of the terminal is improved. In addition to a quantity of cells,
the cell access information further includes other cell information. The network device may determine a mobility weight
in the cell based on the other cell information, then accurately determine the mobility status of the terminal based on the
mobility weight, and configure appropriate cell reselection or cell handover configuration information for the terminal,
thereby improving cell reselection or cell handover performance. A mobility weighting factor may be any number between
0 and 1.
[0010] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, the cell access information is cell information
of a historical cell accessed by the terminal under a first configuration condition; and the beam access information is
beam information of a historical cell accessed by the terminal under a second configuration condition. In a possible
implementation, the first configuration condition is that a quantity of historical cells accessed by the terminal is equal to
a quantity of configured cells, or a network connection status of the terminal is any one of a first state, a second state,
or a third state, or a time segment in which the terminal accesses the historical cell is a configured time segment; and
the second configuration condition is that a quantity of beams, accessed by the terminal, in the historical cell is equal to
a quantity of configured beams, or a network connection status of the terminal is any one of a first state, a second state,
or a third state, or a time segment in which the terminal accesses a beam in the historical cell is a configured time
segment. The first state is an idle state, the second state is a connected state, the third state is a connected state defined
in a 5G or a new radio system, and the connected state may be a connected inactive state.
[0011] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, the obtaining, by a network device, first infor-
mation and/or second information includes: receiving, by the network device, the first information and/or the second
information from the terminal; or receiving, by the network device, the first information and/or the second information
from a surrounding network device, a core network device, or a central controller.
[0012] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, before the receiving, by the network device,
the first information and/or the second information from the terminal, the method further includes: sending, by the network
device, third information to the terminal, where the third information is used to instruct the terminal to send the first
information and/or the second information.
[0013] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, before the sending, by the network device, third
information to the terminal, the method further includes: receiving, by the network device, fourth information sent by the
terminal, where the fourth information is capability information of the terminal for obtaining the first information and/or
the second information, namely, whether the terminal can obtain the first information and/or the second information.
[0014] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, the determining, by the network device, con-
figuration information based on the first information and/or the second information may be specifically: when the network
device receives the first information and/or the second information from the terminal, determining, by the network device,
a mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information; and determining, by the
network device, the configuration information based on the mobility status of the terminal.
[0015] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, the first information includes a cell type of a
historical cell accessed by the terminal, and the determining, by the network device, a mobility status of the terminal
based on the first information and/or the second information may be specifically: determining, by the network device, a
mobility weight for each historical cell based on a cell type; determining a target quantity of change times based on the
mobility weights in the historical cells; and determining, based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of change
times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity of change times.
[0016] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, the first information includes a cell type of a
historical cell accessed by the terminal, and the determining, by the network device, a mobility status of the terminal
based on the first information and/or the second information may be specifically: determining, by the network device, a
mobility weight for each historical cell based on a cell type; determining, by the network device, a target quantity of
change times based on the mobility weights in the historical cells; and determining, by the network device based on a
preset correspondence between a quantity of change times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the
target quantity of change times. In this embodiment, based on the quantity of network devices or the power of the network
device, the cell type may be set, and the corresponding mobility weight in the cell may be set. Generally, a larger quantity
of network devices in a cell results in a larger mobility weight in the cell, and a smaller quantity of network devices in a
cell results in a smaller mobility weight in the cell. Alternatively, higher power of a network device in a cell results in a
larger mobility weight in the cell, and lower power of a network device in a cell results in a smaller mobility weight in the cell.
[0017] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, the first information includes residence duration
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of the terminal in the cell, and the determining, by the network device, a mobility status of the terminal based on the first
information and/or the second information may be specifically: determining, by the network device, a cell coverage area
for each historical cell based on the cell type, and determining a moving speed of the terminal in the cell based on the
cell coverage area and the residence duration of the terminal in the cell; and determining the mobility status of the
terminal based on the moving speed in each historical cell. In this embodiment, a correspondence between a speed
interval and a mobility status may be set, and the mobility status of the terminal may be determined based on a linear
average value or a non-linear average value of moving speeds in cells.
[0018] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, the first information includes cell capability
information of a historical cell accessed by the terminal, and the determining, by the network device, a mobility status
of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information may be specifically: determining, by the
network device, a mobility weight for each historical cell based on the cell capability information; determining a target
quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in the historical cells; and determining, based on a preset
correspondence between a quantity of change times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target
quantity of change times. The cell capability information includes at least one of a beamforming capability, a beam width,
or a beam coverage area of the network device. Generally, a higher beamforming capability, a larger beam width, or a
larger beam coverage area of a network device in a cell results in a larger mobility weight in the cell, and a lower
beamforming capability, a smaller beam width, or a smaller beam coverage area of a network device in a cell results in
a smaller mobility weight.
[0019] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, the determining, by the network device, a
mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information may be specifically: determining,
by the network device, a mobility weight for each historical cell based on a quantity of beams in the cell; determining a
target quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in the historical cells; and determining, based on a preset
correspondence between a quantity of change times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target
quantity of change times. This embodiment provides a method for determining a mobility weight in a cell based on a
quantity of beams.
[0020] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible implementation, the determining, by the network device, a
mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information may be specifically: obtaining,
by the network device, a target quantity of beam switching times based on the second information, where the second
information is the beam information of the historical cell accessed by the terminal; and determining, by the network
device based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of beam switching times and a mobility status, a mobility
status corresponding to the target quantity of beam switching times. When different network devices have similar beam
coverage areas, the mobility status of the terminal may be determined based on the quantity of beam change times in
this embodiment.
[0021] Further, in a possible implementation, the determining, by the network device based on a preset correspondence
between a quantity of change times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity of change
times may be specifically: if the target quantity of change times is greater than or equal to a first threshold, determining
that the mobility status of the terminal is a first mobility state; if the target quantity of change times is greater than or
equal to a second threshold and less than the first threshold, determining that the mobility status of the terminal is a
second mobility state; or if the target quantity of change times is greater than or equal to a third threshold and less than
the second threshold, determining that the mobility status of the terminal is a third mobility state.
[0022] A second aspect provides a terminal configuration method, including: sending, by a terminal, first information
and/or second information to a network device, where the first information is cell access information, and the second
information is beam access information; and receiving configuration information sent by the network device.
[0023] With reference to the second aspect, in a possible implementation, when the terminal sends the first information
to the network device, the configuration information includes a cell reselection threshold, a cell reselection hysteresis
parameter, cell reselection hysteresis duration, and a cell reselection mobile-state scale factor, and/or a cell handover
threshold, a cell handover hysteresis parameter, a cell handover triggering time, and a cell handover mobile-state scale
factor; and/or when the terminal sends the second information to the network device, the configuration information
includes at least one of a beam change threshold, a beam change hysteresis parameter, beam change hysteresis
duration, a beam change mobile-state scale factor, a beam change triggering time, a beam change evaluation time, and
an additional evaluation time, where the beam change is beam increase or beam switching.
[0024] With reference to the second aspect, in a possible implementation, before the terminal sends the first information
and/or the second information to the network device, the terminal receives third information sent by the network device,
and the terminal sends the first information and/or the second information to the network device according to the third
information.
[0025] With reference to the second aspect, in a possible implementation, before the terminal receives the third
information sent by the network device, the terminal sends fourth information to the network device, where the fourth
information is capability information of the terminal for obtaining the first information and/or the second information.
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[0026] With reference to the second aspect, in a possible implementation, the terminal receives a mobility status of
the terminal that is sent by the network device.
[0027] With reference to the second aspect, in a possible implementation, after the terminal receives the configuration
information sent by the network device, when the configuration information includes the cell reselection threshold, the
cell reselection hysteresis parameter, the cell reselection hysteresis duration, and the cell reselection mobile-state scale
factor, the terminal performs cell reselection based on the configuration information; when the configuration information
includes the cell handover threshold, the cell handover hysteresis parameter, cell handover hysteresis duration, and the
cell handover mobile-state scale factor, the terminal performs cell handover based on the configuration information; or
when the configuration information includes the beam change threshold, the beam change hysteresis parameter, the
beam change hysteresis duration, and the beam change mobile-state scale factor, the terminal performs beam changing
based on the configuration information.
[0028] A third aspect provides a terminal configuration method, including: configuring, by a network device, fifth infor-
mation and/or sixth information based on beam access information, where the fifth information includes at least one of
the first threshold, a second threshold, or a third threshold, and the sixth information includes at least one of the first
mobility state, a second mobility state, or a third mobility state; and sending the fifth information and/or the sixth information
to the terminal.
[0029] With reference to the third aspect, in a possible implementation, if a quantity of beam access times is greater
than or equal to the first threshold, a mobility status of the terminal is the first mobility state; if a quantity of beam access
times is greater than or equal to the second threshold and less than the first threshold, a mobility status of the terminal
is the second mobility state; or if a quantity of beam access times is greater than or equal to the third threshold and less
than the second threshold, a mobility status of the terminal is the third mobility state.
[0030] A fourth aspect provides a method for determining mobility of a terminal, including: obtaining, by a terminal,
first information and/or second information, where the first information is cell access information, and the second infor-
mation is beam access information; and determining, by the terminal, a mobility status of the terminal based on the first
information and/or the second information. In a possible implementation, the cell is a 5G cell, and the network device is
a base station or a transmission and reception point TRP; the cell access information includes a cell identifier and/or a
residence time of the terminal in the cell; and the beam access information includes a beam identifier and/or a residence
time of the terminal in a beam. Further, in a possible implementation, the cell access information further includes a cell
type, and the cell type is set based on a quantity of network devices in the cell and/or power of a network device in the
cell. Alternatively, in a possible implementation, the cell access information further includes cell capability information,
and the cell capability information includes at least one of: beamforming capabilities, beam widths, or beam coverage
areas of all or some network devices in the cell.
[0031] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a possible implementation, before the obtaining, by a terminal, first
information and/or second information, the method further includes: receiving, by the terminal, a cell type or cell capability
information from a network device.
[0032] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a possible implementation, the cell access information is cell information
of a historical cell accessed by the terminal under a first configuration condition; and the beam access information is
beam information of a historical cell accessed by the terminal under a second configuration condition.
[0033] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a possible implementation, the first configuration condition is that a
quantity of historical cells accessed by the terminal is equal to a quantity of configured cells, or a network connection
status of the terminal is any one of a first state, a second state, or a third state, or a time segment in which the terminal
accesses the historical cell is a configured time segment; and the second configuration condition is that a quantity of
beams, accessed by the terminal, in the historical cell is equal to a quantity of configured beams, or a network connection
status of the terminal is any one of a first state, a second state, or a third state, or a time segment in which the terminal
accesses a beam in the historical cell is a configured time segment. The first state is an idle state, the second state is
a connected state, and the third state is a connected state defined in a 5G or a new radio system.
[0034] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a possible implementation, after the terminal determines the mobility
status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information, the terminal reports the mobility status
to the network device.
[0035] With reference to the fourth aspect, in another possible implementation, the terminal receives a mobility status
reporting instruction sent by the network device, and the terminal reports the mobility status to the network device based
on the mobility status reporting instruction.
[0036] With reference to the fourth aspect, in another possible implementation, the determining, by the terminal, a
mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information may be specifically: determining,
by the terminal, a quantity of cell change times based on the first information, where the first information is the cell
information of the historical cell accessed by the terminal; and determining the mobility status based on the quantity of
cell change times.
[0037] With reference to the fourth aspect, in another possible implementation, the determining, by the terminal, a
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mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information may be specifically: determining,
by the terminal, a target quantity of beam switching times based on the second information, where the second information
is the beam information of the historical cell accessed by the terminal; and determining, based on a preset correspondence
between a quantity of beam switching times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity
of beam switching times.
[0038] With reference to the fourth aspect, in another possible implementation, the determining, by the terminal, a
mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information may be specifically: determining,
by the terminal, a cell coverage area for each historical cell based on a cell type, and determining a moving speed of
the terminal in the cell based on the cell coverage area and residence duration of the terminal in the cell; and determining,
by the terminal, the mobility status of the terminal based on the moving speed in each historical cell.
[0039] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a possible implementation, the determining, by the terminal, a mobility
status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information may be specifically: determining, by
the terminal, a mobility weight for each historical cell based on cell capability information of the cell; determining a target
quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in the historical cells; and determining, based on a preset
correspondence between a quantity of change times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target
quantity of change times.
[0040] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a possible implementation, the first information includes beam information
of the cell, and the determining, by the terminal, a mobility status of the terminal based on the second information may
be specifically: determining, by the terminal, a mobility weight for each historical cell based on a quantity of beams in
the cell; determining a target quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in the historical cells; and determining,
based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of change times and a mobility status, a mobility status corre-
sponding to the target quantity of change times.
[0041] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a possible implementation, the determining, by the network device based
on a preset correspondence between a quantity of change times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding
to the target quantity of change times may be specifically: if the target quantity of change times is greater than or equal
to a first threshold, determining that the mobility status of the terminal is a first mobility state; if the target quantity of
change times is greater than or equal to a second threshold and less than the first threshold, determining that the mobility
status of the terminal is a second mobility state; or if the target quantity of change times is greater than or equal to a
third threshold and less than the second threshold, determining that the mobility status of the terminal is a third mobility
state.
[0042] A fifth aspect provides a method for determining mobility of a terminal, including: obtaining, by a network device,
a mobility status and/or a mobility type of a terminal; determining configuration information based on the mobility status
and/or the mobility type of the terminal; and sending the configuration information to the terminal.
[0043] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a possible implementation, before the obtaining, by a network device, a
mobility status and/or a mobility type of a terminal, the method further includes: obtaining, by the network device, first
information and/or second information from the terminal; and the obtaining, by a network device, a mobility status and/or
a mobility type of a terminal may be specifically: obtaining, by the network device, the mobility status and/or the mobility
type of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information, where the first information is cell access
information, and the second information is beam access information.
[0044] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a possible implementation, the obtaining, by the network device, first
information and/or second information from the terminal may be specifically: when the mobility type of the terminal is a
first mobility type or a third mobility type, obtaining, by the network device, the first information and/or the second
information from the terminal by using physical layer signaling or MAC layer signaling; or when the mobility type of the
terminal is a second mobility type, obtaining, by the network device, the first information and/or the second information
from the terminal by using physical layer signaling, MAC layer signaling, or RRC layer signaling. The first mobility type
is a beam change of the terminal between network devices, the second mobility type is cell handover or a beam change
of the terminal between network device groups, and the third mobility type is a beam change of the terminal in a network
device.
[0045] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a possible implementation, before the network device obtains the mobility
status and/or the mobility type of the terminal, the network device instructs the terminal to report the mobility status
and/or the mobility type, and the network device obtains the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal from
the terminal.
[0046] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a possible implementation, the network device instructs the terminal to
periodically trigger an event or instructs the terminal to report the mobility status and/or the mobility type when the
terminal is in a connected state.
[0047] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a possible implementation, the configuration information is sent by the
network device to the terminal by using physical layer signaling, Media Access Control MAC layer signaling, or radio
resource control RRC layer signaling.
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[0048] A sixth aspect provides a method for determining mobility of a terminal, including: sending, by a terminal, a
mobility status and/or a mobility type of the terminal to a network device; and receiving configuration information sent
by the network device.
[0049] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a possible implementation, the sending, by a terminal, a mobility status
and/or a mobility type of the terminal to a network device may be specifically: when the mobility type of the terminal is
a first mobility type or a third mobility type, sending, by the terminal, the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the
terminal to the network device by using physical layer signaling or MAC layer signaling; or when the mobility type of the
terminal is a second mobility type, sending, by the terminal, the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal
to the network device by using physical layer signaling, MAC layer signaling, or RRC layer signaling. The first mobility
type is a beam change of the terminal between network devices, the second mobility type is cell handover or a beam
change of the terminal between network device groups, and the third mobility type is a beam change of the terminal in
the network device.
[0050] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a possible implementation, after the terminal receives the configuration
information sent by the network device, the terminal applies first configuration information to the first mobility type, where
the first configuration information includes at least one of a beam change threshold, a beam change hysteresis parameter,
beam change hysteresis duration, a beam change mobile-state scale factor, a beam change triggering time, a beam
change evaluation time, and an additional evaluation time, and the beam change is beam increase or beam switching;
the terminal applies second configuration information to the second mobility type, where the second configuration infor-
mation includes a cell reselection threshold, a cell reselection hysteresis parameter, cell reselection hysteresis duration,
and a cell reselection mobile-state scale factor, and/or a cell handover threshold, a cell handover hysteresis parameter,
a cell handover triggering time, and a cell handover mobile-state scale factor; and the terminal applies third configuration
information to the third mobility type, where the third configuration information includes at least one of a beam change
threshold, a beam change hysteresis parameter, beam change hysteresis duration, a beam change mobile-state scale
factor, a beam change triggering time, a beam change evaluation time, and an additional evaluation time.
[0051] A seventh aspect provides a network device that can implement the terminal configuration method in the first
aspect. The function is implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware by executing corresponding
software.
[0052] An eighth aspect provides a terminal that can implement the terminal configuration method in the second aspect.
The function is implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware by executing corresponding software.
[0053] A ninth aspect provides a network device that can implement the terminal configuration method in the third
aspect. The function is implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware by executing corresponding
software.
[0054] A tenth aspect provides a terminal that can implement the method for determining mobility of a terminal in the
fourth aspect. The function is implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware by executing corresponding
software.
[0055] An eleventh aspect provides a network device that can implement the terminal configuration method in the fifth
aspect. The function is implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware by executing corresponding
software.
[0056] A twelfth aspect provides a terminal that can implement the terminal configuration method in the sixth aspect.
The function is implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware by executing corresponding software.
[0057] It can be learned from the foregoing technical solutions that the embodiments of the present invention have
the following advantages:
[0058] Because beam change information can reflect the mobility status of the terminal, the network device can
accurately determine the mobility status of the terminal based on the beam access information. In this way, appropriate
beam change configuration information is configured for the terminal, and beam change performance of the terminal is
improved. In addition to the quantity of cells, the cell access information further includes other cell information. The
network device may determine the mobility weight in the cell based on the other cell information, then accurately determine
the mobility status of the terminal based on the mobility weight, and configure appropriate cell reselection or cell handover
configuration information for the terminal, thereby improving cell reselection or cell handover performance.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0059]

FIG. 1 is a schematic architectural diagram of a communications system according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a scenario in which beam transmission is performed between a terminal and one
network device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
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FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a scenario in which beam transmission is performed between a terminal and
different network devices according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a scenario in which beam link is performed between a terminal and network devices
that belong to different network device groups according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a terminal configuration method according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a method for determining mobility of a terminal according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a method for determining mobility of a terminal according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 8 is another schematic diagram of a method for determining mobility of a terminal according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is another schematic diagram of a method for determining mobility of a terminal according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 10 is another schematic diagram of a method for determining mobility of a terminal according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is another schematic diagram of a terminal configuration method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 12 is another schematic diagram of a terminal configuration method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 13 is a schematic structural diagram of a network device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a schematic structural diagram of a terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 15 is another schematic structural diagram of a network device according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 16 is another schematic structural diagram of a terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 17 is another schematic structural diagram of a network device according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 18 is another schematic structural diagram of a terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 19 is another schematic structural diagram of a network device according to an embodiment of the present
invention; and
FIG. 20 is another schematic structural diagram of user equipment according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0060] The following clearly and completely describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the
described embodiments are merely some but not all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments
obtained by persons skilled in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative efforts shall
fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0061] In the specification, claims, and accompanying drawings of the present invention, the terms "first", "second",
"third", "fourth", and so on (if any) are intended to distinguish between similar objects but do not necessarily indicate a
specific order or sequence. It should be understood that the data termed in such a way is interchangeable in proper
circumstances so that the embodiments described herein can be implemented in other orders than the order illustrated
or described herein. Moreover, the terms "include", "contain" and any other variants mean to cover the non-exclusive
inclusion, for example, a process, method, system, product, or device that includes a list of steps or units is not necessarily
limited to those expressly listed steps or units, but may include other steps or units not expressly listed or inherent to
such a process, method, product, or device.
[0062] An embodiment of the present invention provides a method for determining mobility of a terminal. The method
is applied to a communications system. The communications system may be a centimeter wave communications system
or a millimeter wave communications system. FIG. 1 is a schematic architectural diagram of a communications system
100 according to an embodiment of the present invention. The communications system includes one or more macro
base stations 110. The macro base station 110 includes a plurality of cells, and each cell includes one or more network
devices 120. When each cell includes a plurality of network devices 120, the plurality of network devices are referred to
as one network device group 130, or it may be understood that one network device group 130 includes a plurality of
network devices 120. A signal coverage area of the network device group 130 is one cell, and a signal coverage area
of one network device 120 may be one small cell. The network device 120 may be a transmission and reception point
(Transmission and Reception Point, TRP for short), or a node for receiving information and transmitting information. The
TRP is a physical node, and is configured with a plurality of antenna units. Different transmission nodes are geographically
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separated or may be sectorized. The network device group 130 may be a transmission and reception point group
(Transmission and Reception Point Group, TRPG for short). Alternatively, the network device may be a macro base
station, a base station to which a cell belongs, a transmission and reception point TRP to which a cell belongs, a micro
base station, a small cell, a pico base station, a base station in future 5G, or the like. Alternatively, the network device
may be a radio remote unit (Radio Remote Unit, RRU for short), to make radio frequency modules in a base station be
disposed in remote radio frequency units by using optical fibers and separately deployed on stations determined according
to a network plan.
[0063] As shown in FIG. 1, in this embodiment of the present invention, the network device is a TRP as an example
for description. For example, a TRP 1, a TRP 2, and a TRP 3 form a TRPG 1, namely, a first network device group; a
TRP 4, a TRP 5, and a TRP 6 form a TRPG 2, namely, a second network device group; and a TRP 7, a TRP 8, and a
TRP 9 form a TRPG 3, namely, a third network device group. The network device group includes a plurality of network
devices that have correlations, or is a virtual cell or a super cell. The virtual cell or the super cell includes one or more
TRPs, and the correlation means adjacency or belonging to a same type according to a predefined rule. It should be
noted that both a quantity of network devices and a quantity of network devices included in one network device group
are examples for description, and are merely intended for ease of description, but do not impose a limitation on the
present invention.
[0064] A cell or a small cell may be covered by a plurality of narrow high-gain beams (beam). Rotation patterns of
different beams may overlap, to provide stable coverage for, for example, a common control channel in a whole cell
region. There may be tens of to hundreds of beams that not only cover the cell region in a horizontal direction, but also
cover the cell region in a vertical direction. When user equipment 140 moves in a cell or between cells, the user equipment
may support at least two beams. When the user equipment has a capability of supporting both a plurality of transmit
beams and a plurality of receive beams, the user equipment may be connected to a same TRP, different TRPs in a
same TRPG, or different TRPs that belong to different TRPGs. Understanding is obtained with reference to FIG. 1 to
FIG. 4. FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a scenario in which beam link is performed between user equipment and one
network device. FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a scenario in which beam link is performed between user equipment
and different network devices in a network device group. FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a scenario in which link is
performed between user equipment and network devices that belong to different network device groups. It should be
noted that the user equipment may communicate with one or more core networks by using a radio access network (radio
access network, RAN for short). The user equipment may be (user equipment, UE for short), access user equipment,
a subscriber unit, a subscriber station, a mobile station, a mobile console, a remote station, remote user equipment, a
mobile device, a wireless communications device, a user agent, or a user apparatus. The access user equipment may
be a cellular phone, a cordless phone, a Session Initiation Protocol (Session Initiation Protocol, SIP for short) phone, a
personal digital assistant (personal digital assistant, PDA for short), a handheld device having a wireless communication
function, a computing device, another processing device connected to a wireless modem, an in-vehicle device, a wearable
device, user equipment in a future 5G network, or the like.
[0065] Referring to FIG. 5, an embodiment of a terminal configuration method provided in the present invention includes
the following steps.
[0066] Step 501: A network device obtains first information and/or second information, where the first information is
cell access information, and the second information is beam access information.
[0067] In this embodiment, the network device may be a base station or a TRP. The network device may be a primary
TRP or a secondary TRP. Both the primary TRP and the secondary TRP are serving TRPs of user equipment. The
primary TRP is a TRP first connected to the user equipment or a TRP connected to the user equipment as a primary or
important communication link in TRPs connected to the user equipment. A cell is a 5G cell or may be referred to as a
new radio cell.
[0068] The cell access information is cell information of a historical cell accessed by a terminal under a configuration
condition. The network device may obtain one or more pieces of cell access information. Each piece of cell access
information may include a cell identifier and/or a residence time of the terminal in a cell, and may further include other
cell information such as a cell type, cell capability information, power of a cell-specific reference signal, and cell meas-
urement information. Specifically, a cell type or cell capability information of each cell may be sent by a network device
in a historical cell to the terminal and reported by the terminal to the network device, or obtained by the network device
from a surrounding network device, a core network device, or a central controller based on a cell identifier of a historical cell.
[0069] The beam access information is beam information of a historical cell accessed by the terminal under a config-
uration condition. The network device may obtain beam access information of one or more cells. Each piece of beam
access information may include a beam identifier and/or a residence time of the terminal in a beam, and may further
include other beam information of a cell, such as a beam type, a beam width, or a beam coverage area.
[0070] The network device may obtain the first information and/or the second information from the terminal, or may
obtain the first information and/or the second information from a surrounding network device, a core network device, or
a central controller.
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[0071] It should be noted that when the terminal performs cell access, the access is camping, cell selection, cell
reselection, or cell handover. When the terminal performs beam access, the access is a beam change, and the beam
change is also referred to as beam switching. In addition, the access may further be link increase or link switching. The
beam change may include beam increase or beam switching.
[0072] Step 502: The network device determines configuration information based on the first information and/or the
second information.
[0073] When the network device obtains the cell access information, the configuration information is cell reselection
configuration information and/or cell handover configuration information. When the network device obtains the beam
access information, the configuration information is beam configuration information.
[0074] The cell reselection configuration information includes a cell reselection threshold and at least one of the
following: a cell reselection hysteresis parameter, cell reselection hysteresis duration, and a cell reselection mobile-state
scale factor.
[0075] The cell handover configuration information includes a cell handover threshold and at least one of the following:
a cell handover hysteresis parameter, a cell handover triggering time, and a cell handover mobile-state scale factor.
[0076] The beam change configuration information includes a beam change threshold and at least one of the following:
a beam change hysteresis parameter, beam change hysteresis duration, a beam change mobile-state scale factor, a
beam change triggering time, a beam change evaluation time, and an additional evaluation time.
[0077] In an optional embodiment, step 502 may be specifically: the network device determines a mobility status of
the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information, and determines the configuration information
based on the mobility status of the terminal.
[0078] Step 503: The network device sends the configuration information to a terminal.
[0079] After receiving the configuration information, the terminal may perform cell reselection, cell handover, or beam
changing based on the configuration information and the mobility status. Details are as follows:
[0080] When the terminal performs cell reselection, the network device may send, to the terminal, the cell reselection
threshold and at least one of the following: a cell reselection hysteresis parameter Qhyst, a cell reselection hysteresis
duration TreselectionRAT, and a cell reselection mobile-state scale factor (sf-high or sf-medium). A cell reselection
threshold Qhyst is a cell reselection threshold in a normal-speed state. The terminal may calculate a cell reselection
hysteresis parameter and cell reselection hysteresis duration in a current state based on the mobility status of the
terminal. For example, in a medium-speed state, the cell reselection hysteresis parameter of the terminal is Qhyst+sf-
medium, and the cell reselection hysteresis duration is TreselectionRAT3sf-medium. In a high-speed state, the cell
reselection hysteresis parameter of the terminal is Qhyst+sf-high, and the cell reselection hysteresis duration is
TreselectionRAT3sf-high. After the terminal obtains channel quality of a neighboring cell, if the channel quality of the
neighboring cell is higher than or equal to a sum of the cell reselection threshold and a cell reselection hysteresis
parameter in a current state, the terminal uses the neighboring cell as a reselected cell.
[0081] When the terminal performs cell handover, the network device may send, to the terminal, the cell handover
threshold and at least one of the following: a cell handover hysteresis parameter Qhyst, a cell handover triggering time
timeToTrigger, and a cell handover mobile-state scale factor (sf-high or sf-medium). For example, in a medium-speed
state, the cell handover hysteresis parameter of the terminal is Qhyst+sf-medium, and the cell handover hysteresis
duration is TreselectionRAT3sf-medium. In a high-speed state, the cell handover hysteresis parameter of the terminal
is Qhyst+sf-high, and the cell handover hysteresis duration is TreselectionRAT3sf-high. After the terminal obtains channel
quality of a neighboring cell, if the channel quality of the neighboring cell is higher than or equal to a sum of the cell
handover threshold and a cell handover hysteresis parameter in a current state, the terminal uses the neighboring cell
as a cell to which the terminal is to be handed over.
[0082] When the terminal performs beam changing, the network device may send, to the terminal, the beam change
threshold and at least one of the following: the beam change hysteresis parameter, the beam change hysteresis duration,
the beam change mobile-state scale factor, the beam change triggering time, the beam change evaluation time, and
the additional evaluation time. In different mobility states, a manner for setting the beam change hysteresis parameter
and the beam change hysteresis duration is similar to a manner for setting the cell reselection hysteresis parameter and
the cell reselection hysteresis duration or a manner for setting the cell handover hysteresis parameter and the cell
handover hysteresis duration. Details are not described herein.
[0083] Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 5, in an optional embodiment of the present invention, before step
501, the method further includes: sending, by the network device, third information, where the third information is used
to instruct the terminal to send the first information and/or the second information.
[0084] Further, in another optional embodiment of the present invention, before the sending, by the network device,
third information, the method may further include: receiving, by the network device, fourth information sent by the terminal,
where the fourth information is capability information of the terminal for obtaining the first information and/or the second
information. Specifically, if the terminal has a capability of obtaining the first information and/or the second information,
the terminal reports the fourth information to the network device. The network device may send the third information to
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the terminal based on the fourth information, to instruct the terminal to report the first information and/or the second
information, so as to deliver the configuration information to the terminal.
[0085] Based on different information obtained by the network device, the network device may determine the mobility
status of the terminal by using a plurality of methods. Details are described below separately.
[0086] First, the network device determines the mobility status of the terminal based on a quantity of cell handover times.
[0087] Referring to FIG. 6, an embodiment of a method for determining mobility of a terminal provided in the present
invention includes the following steps:
[0088] Step 601: A network device receives cell access information sent by a terminal.
[0089] In this embodiment, the terminal may obtain cell access information of a historical cell accessed in a configured
time segment, or may obtain cell access information of a specified quantity of historical cells. Alternatively, the terminal
may obtain cell access information of a historical cell accessed in a first state, cell access information of a historical cell
accessed in a second state, or cell access information of a historical cell accessed in a third state. After obtaining the
cell access information of the historical cell, the terminal reports the cell access information to the network device.
[0090] Each piece of cell access information may include a cell identifier and/or a residence time of the terminal in a
cell, and may further include other cell information such as power of a cell-specific reference signal and cell measurement
information.
[0091] It should be noted that the network device may alternatively obtain the cell access information of the terminal
in the historical cell from a surrounding network device, a core network device, or a central controller.
[0092] Step 602: The network device determines a quantity of cell handover times based on the cell access information.
[0093] Step 603: The network device determines a mobility status of the terminal based on the quantity of cell handover
times.
[0094] It can be learned from step 602 and step 603 that the network device may determine the quantity of cell handover
times based on a quantity of pieces of cell access information, and then determine the mobility status of the terminal
based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of cell handover times and a mobility status.
[0095] For example, a correspondence between a quantity of cell handover times and a mobility status may be shown
in Table 1.

[0096] If the network device obtains three cell identifiers, the network device may determine that the quantity of cell
handover times is 3, and then determine that the mobility status of the terminal corresponds to a medium speed. Alter-
natively, the network device obtains six residence moments of the terminal in cells, the network device may determine
that the quantity of cell handover times is 6, and then determine that the mobility status of the terminal corresponds to
a medium speed.
[0097] The following describes in detail setting of the correspondence between a quantity of cell handover times and
a mobility status.
[0098] The network device may configure a plurality of cell handover thresholds and/or a plurality of mobility states.
The cell handover threshold includes at least one of a first threshold, a second threshold, or a third threshold. The plurality
of mobility states include at least one of a first mobility state, a second mobility state, or a third mobility state. Further,
the network device may set a plurality of intervals based on at least one of the first threshold, the second threshold, or
the third threshold. The intervals are in a one-to-one correspondence with the mobility states. Specifically, the first
threshold may be 3, the second threshold may be 6, and the third threshold may be 10, as shown in Table 1. The first
mobility state may correspond to a high speed, the second mobility state may correspond to a medium speed, and the
third mobility state may correspond to a normal speed. Alternatively, the first mobility state corresponds to a super speed,
the second mobility state corresponds to a high speed, and the third mobility state corresponds to a normal speed. It
may be understood that the foregoing values or speeds are merely examples and constitute no limitation on threshold
values.
[0099] Second, the network device determines the mobility status of the terminal based on a mobility weight in each cell.
[0100] Coverage areas of base stations in an LTE system are basically the same. Therefore, a method for estimating
mobility of a terminal based on a quantity of handover times can be implemented in the prior art. However, in LTE-A,

Table 1

Quantity of cell handover times Mobility status

i<3 Normal speed

3≤ i≤6 Medium speed

6<i≤10 Highspeed

i>10 Super speed
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different virtual cells include different quantities of TRPs or different TRP coverage areas. Consequently, coverage areas
of virtual cells differ greatly. When the mobile terminal is handed over between a cell and a virtual cell, or handed over
between different virtual cells, an actual mobility status of the terminal cannot be accurately estimated by using the
method for estimating mobility based on a quantity of handover times in the prior art. To address this problem, the present
invention provides a new method for estimating mobility of a terminal. A core idea of the method is to separately set a
weight for a cell or a virtual cell accessed by a terminal, so as to indicate a quantity of area change times of the terminal
based on a sum of area weights, and then estimate a mobility status of the terminal based on the quantity of area change
times.
[0101] Referring to FIG. 7, another embodiment of a method for determining mobility of a terminal provided in the
present invention includes the following steps.
[0102] Step 701: A network device receives cell access information sent by a terminal.
[0103] Step 702: Determine a mobility weight for each historical cell based on the cell access information.
[0104] In this embodiment, the network device may set a mobility weight for each cell by using a plurality types of
information (such as a cell type, cell capability information, and a quantity of beams in the cell). Details are described
below separately.

(1) The network device determines a mobility weight in a cell based on a cell type.

[0105] In an optional embodiment, a quantity of network devices in a cell affects a cell coverage area. Therefore,
based on the quantity of network devices in the cell, a cell type may be set, and a corresponding mobility weight may
be set. When the terminal passes the cell, a network device to which the cell belongs may send the cell type to the
terminal. For example, a correspondence between a cell type and a mobility weight may be shown in Table 2.

[0106] After the terminal sends a cell type of a historical cell to the network device, the network device may determine
the mobility weight for each cell based on the cell type.
[0107] In another optional embodiment, power of a network device in a cell affects a cell coverage area. Therefore,
based on the power of the network device in the cell, a cell type may be set, and a corresponding mobility weight may
be set. Network power may be power of a cell-specific reference signal. There is a positive correlation between the
power of the cell-specific reference signal and the cell coverage area. The cell-specific reference signal may be a common
reference signal (Common Reference Signal, CRS for short) or a virtual common reference signal (Virtual Common
Reference Signal, VCRS for short).
[0108] For example, n thresholds are defined, and (n+1) cell types may be set based on the n thresholds. It is usually
considered that the cell types may correspond to cell coverage areas with an equal size. A correspondence between a
cell type, power of a cell-specific reference signal, and a mobility weight may be shown in Table 3.

Table 2

Cell type Network device in a cell Mobility weight

Type 1 Macro base station 1

Type 2 Virtual cell (including 10 TRPs) 1

Type 3 Virtual cell (including five TRPs) 0.5

... ... ...

Type n Small cell (including one TRP) 0.1

Table 3

Cell type Power of a cell-specific reference signal Mobility weight

Type 1 RS<T1 0.1

Type 2 T1<RS<T2 0.2

Type 3 T2<RS<T3 0.3

... ... ...

Type n Tn-1<RS<Tn 0.13n
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[0109] After the terminal sends a cell type of a historical cell to the network device, the network device may determine
the mobility weight for each cell based on the cell type.
[0110] (2) The network device determines a mobility weight in a cell based on a quantity of beams in the cell.
[0111] In another optional embodiment, a quantity of beams in a cell affects a cell coverage area. Therefore, a mobility
weight in the cell may be set based on the quantity of beams in the cell.
[0112] For example, a correspondence between a quantity of beams in a cell and a mobility weight may be shown in
Table 4.

[0113] After the network device receives a cell identifier, sent by the terminal, of a historical cell, the network device
may determine the mobility weight for each cell based on a quantity of beams in the cell.
[0114] (3) The network device determines a mobility weight in a cell based on a quantity of beams accessed by the
terminal in the cell.
[0115] In another optional embodiment, the network device may obtain, from the terminal, information about a beam
accessed by the terminal in a cell, where the information about the beam accessed by the terminal in the cell includes
cell information and beam information, and the network device may obtain a quantity of beams accessed by the terminal
in each cell. The network device may determine the mobility weight for each cell based on the quantity of beams accessed
by the terminal. Specifically, there is a positive correlation between the quantity of beams and the mobility weight. A
larger quantity results in a larger mobility weight, and a smaller quantity results in a smaller mobility weight.
[0116] (4) The network device determines a mobility weight in a cell based on a cell capability.
[0117] In an optional embodiment, a beamforming capability and/or a beam width and/or a beam coverage area of a
network device in a cell affects a coverage area of the network device. Therefore, based on a quantity of network devices
in the cell and/or a beamforming capability, a beam width, or a beam coverage area of a network device to which the
cell belongs, a cell capability may be differentiated, and a corresponding mobility weight may be set. Generally, there
are positive correlations between the beamforming capability and a network device capability, between the beam width
and the network device capability, and between the beam coverage area and the network device capability, and there
are positive correlations between the quantity of network devices and the cell capability and between the network device
capability and the cell capability. When the terminal passes the cell, a network device in the cell may send cell capability
information to the terminal.
[0118] After the terminal reports cell capability information of a historical cell to the network device, the network device
may determine the mobility weight for each cell based on the cell capability information.
[0119] It may be understood that in the present invention, the mobility weight of the terminal may alternatively be
determined based on a combination of the cell type, the cell capability information, the quantity of beams in the cell, or
the quantity of beams accessed by the terminal in the cell.
[0120] Step 703: The network device determines a target quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in
the historical cells.
[0121] In an optional embodiment, after separately obtaining the mobility weights in the historical cells, the network
device may calculate a sum of the mobility weights in the cells, and use the sum of the mobility weights as the target
quantity of change times.
[0122] Step 704: The network device determines, based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of change
times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity of change times.
[0123] It should be noted that a manner for setting the correspondence between a quantity of change times and a
mobility status corresponds to a manner for setting a mobility weight in a cell by the network device. When the network
device sets the cell mobility weight based on the cell type, the network device sets the correspondence between a
quantity of change times and a mobility status based on the cell type. When the network device sets the mobility weight
in the cell based on the cell capability, the network device sets the correspondence between a quantity of change times
and a mobility status based on the cell capability.
[0124] Third, the network device determines the mobility status of the terminal based on a quantity of beam switching
times.
[0125] Referring to FIG. 8, another embodiment of a method for determining mobility of a terminal provided in the

Table 4

Cell identifier Quantity of beams in a cell Mobility weight

Cell 1 3 1

Cell 2 15 5

Cell 3 30 10
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present invention includes the following steps:
[0126] Step 801: A network device obtains beam access information sent by a terminal.
[0127] In this embodiment, the terminal may obtain historical beam information accessed by the terminal in a configured
time segment, or may obtain a specified quantity of historical beam information. The terminal may alternatively obtain
historical beam information accessed in a first state, historical beam information accessed in a second state, or historical
beam information accessed in a third state. After obtaining the beam access information of the historical cell, the terminal
reports the cell access information to the network device.
[0128] The beam access information is beam information obtained when the terminal performs beam changing. Each
piece of beam access information may include a beam identifier and/or a residence time of the terminal in a beam, and
may further include other beam information such as power of a beam reference signal and beam measurement infor-
mation.
[0129] Step 802: The network device determines a quantity of beam switching times based on the beam access
information.
[0130] Step 803: The network device determines a mobility status of the terminal based on the quantity of beam
switching times.
[0131] It can be learned from step 802 and step 803 that the network device may determine the quantity of beam
switching times based on a quantity of pieces of beam access information, and then determine the mobility status of the
terminal based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of beam switching times and a mobility status.
[0132] For example, a correspondence between a quantity of beam switching times and a mobility status may be
shown in Table 5.

[0133] If the network device obtains 30 beam identifiers, the network device may determine that the quantity of beam
switching times is 30, and then determine that the mobility status of the terminal corresponds to a medium speed.
Alternatively, the network device obtains 60 residence moments of the terminal in beams, the network device may
determine that the quantity of beam switching times is 60, and then determine that the mobility status of the terminal
corresponds to a medium speed.
[0134] The following describes in detail setting of the correspondence between a quantity of beam switching times
and a mobility status.
[0135] The network device configures a plurality of beam switching thresholds and/or a plurality of mobility states
based on the beam access information. The beam switching threshold includes at least one of a first threshold, a second
threshold, or a third threshold. The mobility status includes at least one of a first mobility state, a second mobility state,
or a third mobility state. After the configuration, the network device may send the beam switching thresholds and/or the
mobility states to the terminal.
[0136] Specifically, if a quantity of beam access times is greater than or equal to the first threshold, the mobility status
of the terminal is the first mobility state; if a quantity of beam access times is greater than or equal to the second threshold
and less than the first threshold, the mobility status of the terminal is the second mobility state; or if a quantity of beam
access times is greater than or equal to the third threshold and less than the second threshold, the mobility status of the
terminal is the third mobility state. The first mobility state may correspond to a high speed, the second mobility state
may correspond to a medium speed, and the third mobility state may correspond to a normal speed.
[0137] Fourth, the network device determines the mobility status of the terminal based on a moving speed in a cell.
[0138] Referring to FIG. 9, another embodiment of a method for determining mobility of a terminal provided in the
present invention includes the following steps.
[0139] Step 901: A network device receives cell access information sent by a terminal.
[0140] In this embodiment, the terminal reports cell access information of a historical cell to the network device. Each
piece of cell access information includes at least a cell identifier and residence duration of the terminal in a cell.
[0141] Step 902: The network device determines a cell type for each historical cell based on a cell identifier, determines
a cell coverage area based on the cell type, and determines a moving speed of the terminal in the cell based on the cell
coverage area and residence duration of the terminal in the cell.

Table 5

Quantity of beam switching times Mobility status

i<30 Normal speed

30≤ i≤60 Medium speed

60<i≤100 High speed

i> 100 Super speed
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[0142] In an optional embodiment, the network device determines the cell type for each historical cell based on the
cell identifier, determines the cell coverage area based on the cell type, and determines the moving speed of the terminal
in the cell based on the cell coverage area and the residence duration of the terminal in the cell. Specifically, the network
device may select and set a cell diameter or a path less than a diameter as a route of the terminal based on the cell
coverage area, and then calculate the moving speed of the terminal in the cell based on the route and the residence
duration (also referred to as camp duration) of the terminal in the cell.
[0143] Step 903: The network device determines a mobility status of the terminal based on the moving speed in each
historical cell.
[0144] In this embodiment, after the terminal reports cell access information of n cells, the network device may sep-
arately determine moving speeds in the n cells, and then obtain an arithmetic average value or a weighted average
value of the moving speeds in the n cells. In this way, the network device can obtain, through calculation, the moving
speed of the terminal in the historical cell, and then determine the mobility status of the terminal based on a preset
correspondence between a moving speed and a mobility status.
[0145] The foregoing describes, from a network device side, the terminal configuration method provided in the present
invention. The following describes, from a terminal side, a method for determining mobility of a terminal provided in the
present invention.
[0146] Referring to FIG. 10, another embodiment of a method for determining mobility of a terminal provided in the
present invention includes the following steps:

Step 1001: A terminal obtains first information and/or second information, where the first information is cell access
information, and the second information is beam access information.
Step 1002: The terminal determines a mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second
information.

[0147] Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 10, in an optional embodiment, the terminal obtains cell access
information of a historical cell, determines a quantity of cell handover times based on the cell access information of the
historical cell, and determines the mobility status of the terminal based on the quantity of cell handover times.
[0148] Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 10, in another optional embodiment, the terminal obtains cell access
information of a historical cell, separately determines a mobility weight in the cell based on the cell access information
of the historical cell, determines a target quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in the historical cells,
and determines, based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of change times and a mobility status, a mobility
status corresponding to the target quantity of change times. Specifically, the terminal may determine the mobility weight
in the cell based on a cell type, cell capability information, a quantity of beams in the cell, or a quantity of beams accessed
by the terminal. Further, the terminal may determine the cell type based on a quantity of network devices or power of a
network device.
[0149] Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 10, in another optional embodiment, the terminal obtains historical
beam information, determines a quantity of beam switching times based on the beam access information, and determines
the mobility status based on the quantity of beam switching times.
[0150] Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 10, in another optional embodiment, the terminal may report the
mobility status to the network device. In another optional embodiment, before the terminal reports the mobility status to
the network device, the terminal may receive a mobility status reporting instruction sent by the network device, where
the mobility status reporting instruction is used to instruct the terminal to report the mobility status to the network device.
[0151] Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 10, in another optional embodiment, the terminal obtains power of a
cell-specific reference signal of a historical cell, and the terminal determines a mobility weight for each cell based on the
power of the cell-specific reference signal, and then determines the mobility status of the terminal based on the mobility
weights in the historical cells.
[0152] In an optional embodiment, the network device broadcasts a cell type, cell capability information, or a weighting
factor obtained depending on a cell type group or a cell capability group. The terminal obtains the weighting factor through
preconfiguration, or obtains the weighting factor broadcast by the network device.
[0153] A process in which the terminal determines the mobility status of the terminal based on the first information
and/or the second information in the embodiment or the optional embodiments shown in FIG. 10 is similar to a process
in which the network device determines the mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the
second information in the embodiment or the optional embodiments shown in FIG. 5 or in the embodiments or the optional
embodiments shown in FIG. 6 to FIG. 9. Details are not described herein again.
[0154] In an actual application, in a connected state, a mobility type may be differentiated based on a serving cell
and/or a beam, and a neighboring cell and/or a beam. The following describes in detail a process in which a network
device determines configuration information based on a mobility status and/or a mobility type of a terminal.
[0155] Referring to FIG. 11, another embodiment of a terminal configuration method provided in the present invention
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includes the following steps:

Step 1101: A network device obtains a mobility type of a terminal.
In this embodiment, three mobility types may be differentiated: For a first mobility type, the terminal is switched from
a beam of a network device A to a beam of a network device B, where the network device A and the network device
B belong to a same TRPG. For a second mobility type, the terminal is switched from a network device group A to
a network device group B, or the terminal is switched from a beam of a network device group A to a beam of a
network device group B. For a third mobility type, the terminal is switched from a beam of a network device A to
another beam of the network device A. Corresponding configuration information may be set for each mobility type.
For example, first configuration information corresponds to the first mobility type, second configuration information
corresponds to the second mobility type, and third configuration information corresponds to the third mobility type.
Step 1102: The network device determines configuration information based on the mobility type of the terminal.
Step 1103: The network device sends the configuration information to the terminal.
Step 1104: The terminal applies the configuration information.

[0156] Specifically, the terminal applies the first configuration information to the first mobility type, the terminal applies
the second configuration information to the second mobility type, and the terminal applies the third configuration infor-
mation to the third mobility type.
[0157] Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 11, in an optional embodiment of the present invention, the network
device may obtain cell access information and/or beam access information from the terminal. Step 1101 may be spe-
cifically: the network device obtains a mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal based on the cell access
information and/or the beam access information.
[0158] Specifically, the terminal reports current beam information and target beam information to the network device.
The network device determines a mobility type based on the current beam information and the target beam information,
and determines configuration information corresponding to the mobility type, and the network device sends the config-
uration information to the terminal. The beam information may be a beam identifier, and the beam identifier may be in
a format of a TRPG/TRP/beam.
[0159] For example, if the current beam information is a TRPG 1/TRP 2/beam 3, and the target beam information is
a TRPG 2/TRP 1/beam 1, the network device may determine, based on the TRPG 1 in a current beam and the TRPG
2 to which a target beam belongs, that the mobility type of the terminal is the second mobility type, and further determine
that the configuration information of the terminal should be the second configuration information. The network device
may send the second configuration information to the terminal.
[0160] Based on the embodiment or the optional embodiment shown in FIG. 11, in another optional embodiment of
the present invention, before the network device obtains the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal, the
network device instructs the terminal to report the mobility status and/or the mobility type, and the network device obtains
the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal from the terminal.
[0161] Based on the embodiment or the optional embodiments shown in FIG. 11, in another optional embodiment of
the present invention, the network device instructs the terminal to periodically trigger an event or instructs the terminal
to perform reporting when the terminal is in a connected state.
[0162] Based on the embodiment or the optional embodiments shown in FIG. 11, in another optional embodiment of
the present invention, the configuration information is sent by the network device to the terminal by using physical layer
signaling, MAC layer signaling, or RRC layer signaling.
[0163] Referring to FIG. 12, an embodiment of a terminal configuration method in an embodiment of the present
invention includes the following steps.
[0164] Step 1201: A network device receives a mobility status and a mobility type that are sent by a terminal.
[0165] In this embodiment, three mobility types may be set: a first mobility type, a second mobility type, and a third
mobility type, and three mobility states may be set: a high speed, a medium speed, and a normal speed. Nine types of
configuration information may be preconfigured based on the mobility types and the mobility states.
[0166] For example, a correspondence between a mobility type, a mobility status, and configuration information may
be shown in Table 6.

Table 6

Mobility type Mobility status Configuration information

First mobility 
type

High speed First beam threshold, beam change hysteresis parameter, beam change 
hysteresis duration, and high-speed scale factor
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[0167] In an optional embodiment, the first mobility type corresponds to first configuration information, and the first
configuration information includes a beam change threshold and at least one of the following: a beam change hysteresis
parameter, beam change hysteresis duration, a beam change mobile-state scale factor, a beam change triggering time,
a beam change evaluation time, and an additional evaluation time. A beam change is beam increase or beam switching.
The second mobility type corresponds to second configuration information, and the second configuration information
includes a cell reselection threshold, a cell reselection hysteresis parameter, cell reselection hysteresis duration, and
cell reselection mobile-state scale factor, and/or a cell handover threshold, a cell handover hysteresis parameter, a cell
handover triggering time, and a cell handover mobile-state scale factor. The third mobility type corresponds to third
configuration information, and the third configuration information includes a beam change threshold and at least one of
the following: a beam change hysteresis parameter, beam change hysteresis duration, a beam change mobile-state
scale factor, a beam change triggering time, a beam change evaluation time, and an additional evaluation time.
[0168] Step 1202: The network device determines configuration information based on the mobility status and the
mobility type.
[0169] Step 1203: The network device sends the configuration information to the terminal.
[0170] Step 1204: The terminal applies the configuration information.
[0171] Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 12, in another optional embodiment of the present invention, when
the mobility type of the terminal is the first mobility type or the third mobility type, the network device obtains first
information, and/or second information, and/or the mobility status, and/or the mobility type from the terminal by using
physical layer signaling or Media Access Control (Media Access Control, MAC for short) layer signaling; or when the
mobility type of the terminal is the second mobility type, the network device obtains first information, and/or second
information, and/or the mobility status, and/or the mobility type from the terminal by using physical layer signaling, MAC
layer signaling, or radio resource control (Radio Resource Control, RRC for short) layer signaling. The first information
is cell access information, and the second information is beam access information.
[0172] Based on the embodiment or the optional embodiments shown in FIG. 12, in another optional embodiment of
the present invention, before the network device obtains the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal, the
network device instructs the terminal to report the mobility status and/or the mobility type, and the network device obtains
the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal from the terminal.
[0173] Based on the embodiment or the optional embodiments shown in FIG. 12, in another optional embodiment of
the present invention, the network device instructs the terminal to periodically trigger an event or instructs the terminal
to perform reporting when the terminal is in a connected state.
[0174] Based on the embodiment or the optional embodiments shown in FIG. 12, in another optional embodiment of
the present invention, the configuration information is sent by the network device to the terminal by using physical layer
signaling, MAC layer signaling, or RRC layer signaling.
[0175] In another optional embodiment of the present invention, the terminal reports current cell information and target

(continued)

Mobility type Mobility status Configuration information

First mobility 
type

Medium speed First beam threshold, beam change hysteresis parameter, beam change 
hysteresis duration, and medium-speed scale factor

First mobility 
type

Normal speed First beam threshold, beam change hysteresis parameter, and beam change 
hysteresis duration

Second mobility 
type

High speed Cell change threshold, cell change hysteresis parameter, cell change hysteresis 
duration, and cell change mobile-state scale factor

Second mobility 
type

Medium speed Cell change hysteresis parameter, cell change hysteresis duration, and cell 
change mobile-state scale factor

Second mobility 
type

Normal speed Cell change hysteresis parameter, cell change hysteresis duration, and cell 
change mobile-state scale factor

Third mobility 
type

High speed Second beam threshold, beam change hysteresis parameter, beam change 
hysteresis duration, and high-speed scale factor

Third mobility 
type

Medium speed Second beam threshold, beam change hysteresis parameter, beam change 
hysteresis duration, and medium-speed scale factor

Third mobility 
type

Normal speed Second beam threshold, beam change hysteresis parameter, and beam 
change hysteresis duration
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cell information to the network device. The network device determines a mobility type based on the current cell information
and the target cell information, and determines configuration information corresponding to the mobility type, and the
network device sends the configuration information to the terminal.
[0176] In this embodiment, cell information may include a network device group identifier and a network device identifier,
and a cell identifier may be in a format of a TRPG/TRP. Three mobility types may be differentiated: For a first mobility
type, the terminal is switched from a beam of a network device A to a beam of a network device B, where the network
device A and the network device B belong to a same TRPG. For a second mobility type, the terminal is switched from
a network device group A to a network device group B, or the terminal is switched from a beam of a network device
group A to a beam of a network device group B. Corresponding configuration information may be set for each mobility
type. For example, first configuration information corresponds to the first mobility type, and second configuration infor-
mation corresponds to the second mobility type.
[0177] A first configuration parameter includes a first beam threshold and/or at least one of the following: the beam
change hysteresis parameter, the beam change hysteresis duration, and the beam change mobile-state scale factor. A
second configuration parameter includes a second beam threshold and/or at least one of the following: the beam change
hysteresis parameter, the beam change hysteresis duration, and the beam change mobile-state scale factor.
[0178] For example, if current beam information is a TRPG 1/TRP 2, and target beam information is a TRPG 2/TRP
1, the network device may determine, based on the TRPG 1 in a current cell and the TRPG 2 in a target cell, that the
mobility type of the terminal is the second mobility type, and further determine that the configuration information of the
terminal should be the second configuration information. The network device may send the second configuration infor-
mation to the terminal.
[0179] It should be noted that the values in the foregoing embodiments are merely examples and constitute no limitation
on the values. It may be understood that in the embodiments of the present invention, other values may also be set as
interval endpoints or calculation results. This is not limited herein.
[0180] The following describes a network device and a terminal that are provided in the present invention. Referring
to FIG. 13, an embodiment of a network device 1300 provided in the present invention includes:

an obtaining module 1301, configured to obtain first information and/or second information, where the first information
is cell access information, and the second information is beam access information;
a determining module 1302, configured to determine configuration information based on the first information and/or
the second information; and
a sending module 1303, configured to send the configuration information to a terminal.

[0181] Specifically, the obtaining module 1301 is configured to perform step 501 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 5,
the determining module 1302 is configured to perform step 502 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 5, and the sending
module 1303 is configured to perform step 503 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 5. For specific descriptions of the
network device, refer to descriptions in the embodiments or the optional embodiments shown in FIG. 5 to FIG. 9. Details
are not described herein again.
[0182] Referring to FIG. 14, an embodiment of a terminal 1400 provided in the present invention includes:

a sending module 1401, configured to send first information and/or second information to a network device, where
the first information is cell access information, and the second information is beam access information; and
a receiving module 1402, configured to receive configuration information sent by the network device.

[0183] Specifically, the sending module 1401 is configured to perform step 501 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 5,
the receiving module 1402 is configured to perform step 503 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 5, and the sending module
1303 is configured to perform step 503 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 5. For specific descriptions of the terminal,
refer to descriptions in the embodiments or the optional embodiments shown in FIG. 5 to FIG. 9. Details are not described
herein again.
[0184] Referring to FIG. 15, another embodiment of a network device 1500 provided in the present invention includes:

a configuration module 1501, configured to configure fifth information and/or sixth information based on beam access
information, where the fifth information includes at least one of a first threshold, a second threshold, or a third
threshold, and the sixth information includes at least one of a first mobility state, a second mobility state, or a third
mobility state; and
a sending module 1502, configured to send the fifth information and/or the sixth information to a terminal.

[0185] Referring to FIG. 16, another embodiment of a terminal 1600 provided in the present invention includes:
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an obtaining module 1601, configured to obtain first information and/or second information, where the first information
is cell access information, and the second information is beam access information; and
a determining module 1602, configured to determine a mobility status of the terminal based on the first information
and/or the second information.

[0186] Specifically, the obtaining module 1601 is configured to perform step 1001 in the embodiment shown in FIG.
10, and the determining module 1602 is configured to perform step 1002 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 10. For
specific descriptions of the terminal, refer to descriptions in the embodiment or the optional embodiments shown in FIG.
10. Details are not described herein again.
[0187] Referring to FIG. 17, another embodiment of a network device 1700 provided in the present invention includes:

an obtaining module 1701, configured to obtain a mobility status and/or a mobility type of a terminal;
a determining module 1702, configured to determine configuration information based on the mobility status and/or
the mobility type of the terminal; and
a sending module 1703, configured to send the configuration information to the terminal.

[0188] Specifically, the obtaining module 1701 is configured to perform step 1101 in the embodiment shown in FIG.
11 or step 1201 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 12. The determining module 1702 is configured to perform step 1102
in the embodiment shown in FIG. 11 or step 1202 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 12. The sending module 1703 is
configured to perform step 1103 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 11 or step 1203 in the embodiment shown in FIG.
12. For specific descriptions of the network device, refer to descriptions in the embodiment shown in FIG. 11 or descriptions
in the embodiment or the optional embodiments shown in FIG. 12. Details are not described herein again.
[0189] Referring to FIG. 18, another embodiment of a terminal 1800 provided in the present invention includes:

a sending module 1801, configured to send a mobility status and/or a mobility type of the terminal to a network
device; and
a receiving module 1802, configured to receive configuration information sent by the network device.

[0190] Specifically, the sending module 1801 is configured to perform step 1101 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 11
or step 1201 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 12. The receiving module 1802 is configured to perform step 1103 in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 11 or step 1203 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 12. For specific descriptions of the terminal,
refer to descriptions in the embodiment shown in FIG. 11 or descriptions in the embodiment or the optional embodiments
shown in FIG. 12. Details are not described herein again.
[0191] The foregoing describes, from a perspective of function modules, the terminal and the network device that are
provided in the present invention. The "function modules" herein may be an application-specific integrated circuit (ap-
plication-specific integrated circuit, ASIC), a processor that executes one or more software or firmware programs, a
memory, an integrated logic circuit, and/or another component that can provide the foregoing functions. The following
describes, from a perspective of hardware, a terminal and a network device that are provided in the present invention.
[0192] Referring to FIG. 19, the present invention provides a network device 1900. The network devices shown in
FIG. 13, FIG. 15, and FIG. 17 each can be implemented based on a structure of the network device 1900. The network
device 1900 includes a transceiver 1900, a processor 1902, and a memory 1903. The transceiver 1900, the processor
1902, and the memory 1903 are connected to each other by using a bus.
[0193] Under control of the processor 1902, the transceiver 1901 is configured to receive or send information.
[0194] The memory 1903 is configured to store computer executable program code. The program code includes an
operation instruction. One or more storage media (for example, one or more mass storage devices) store an application
program or data. The memory 1903 and the storage medium may perform temporary storage or persistent storage. The
program stored in the storage medium may include one or more modules (not shown in the figure). Each module may
include a series of instruction operations for the network device.
[0195] By invoking the operation instruction, the processor 1902 is specifically configured to perform the methods
performed by the network device in the embodiments shown in FIG. 5 to FIG. 12.
[0196] Referring to FIG. 20, the present invention provides user equipment 2000. The terminals shown in FIG. 14,
FIG. 16, and FIG. 18 each can be implemented based on a structure of the user equipment 2000. The user equipment
2000 includes a transceiver 2001, a processor 2002, and a memory 2003. The transceiver 2001, the processor 2002,
and the memory 2003 are connected to each other by using a bus.
[0197] Under control of the processor 2002, the transceiver 2001 is configured to receive or send information.
[0198] The memory 2003 is configured to store computer executable program code. The program code includes an
operation instruction. By invoking the operation instruction, the processor is specifically configured to perform functions
of the terminal in the embodiments shown in FIG. 5 to FIG. 12.
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[0199] By invoking the operation instruction, the processor 2002 is specifically configured to perform the methods
performed by the terminal in the embodiments shown in FIG. 5 to FIG. 12.
[0200] The foregoing embodiments are merely intended for describing the technical solutions of the present invention,
but not for limiting the present invention. Although the present invention is described in detail with reference to the
foregoing embodiments, persons of ordinary skill in the art should understand that they may still make modifications to
the technical solutions described in the foregoing embodiments or make equivalent replacements to some technical
features thereof, without departing from the spirit and scope of the technical solutions of the embodiments of the present
invention.

Claims

1. A terminal configuration method, comprising:

obtaining, by a network device, first information and/or second information, wherein the first information is cell
access information, and the second information is beam access information;
determining, by the network device, configuration information based on the first information and/or the second
information; and
sending, by the network device, the configuration information to a terminal.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the cell is a 5G cell, and the network device is a base station or a
transmission and reception point TRP;
the cell access information comprises a cell identifier and/or a residence time of the terminal in the cell; and
the beam access information comprises a beam identifier and/or a residence time of the terminal in a beam.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the cell access information further comprises a cell type, and the cell
type is set based on a quantity of network devices in the cell and/or power of a network device in the cell.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the cell access information further comprises cell capability information,
and the cell capability information comprises at least one of: beamforming capabilities, beam widths, or beam
coverage areas of all or some network devices in the cell.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the cell access information is cell information of a historical cell accessed
by the terminal under a first configuration condition; and
the beam access information is beam information of a historical cell accessed by the terminal under a second
configuration condition.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the first configuration condition is a quantity of configured cells, or a configured time segment, or that a network
connection status of the terminal is any one of a first state, a second state, or a third state; and
the second configuration condition is a quantity of configured beams, or a configured time segment, or that a network
connection status of the terminal is any one of a first state, a second state, or a third state; wherein
the first state is an idle state, the second state is a connected state, and the third state is a connected state defined
in a 5G or a new radio system.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the obtaining, by a network device, first information
and/or second information comprises:
receiving, by the network device, the first information and/or the second information from the terminal; or receiving,
by the network device, the first information and/or the second information from a surrounding network device, a core
network device, or a central controller.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein before the receiving, by the network device, the first information and/or
the second information from the terminal, the method further comprises:
sending, by the network device, third information to the terminal, wherein the third information is used to instruct the
terminal to send the first information and/or the second information.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein before the sending, by the network device, third information to the terminal,
the method further comprises:
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receiving, by the network device, fourth information sent by the terminal, wherein the fourth information is capability
information of the terminal for obtaining the first information and/or the second information.

10. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the determining, by the network device, configuration
information based on the first information and/or the second information comprises:

when the network device receives the first information and/or the second information from the terminal, deter-
mining, by the network device, a mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second
information; and
determining, by the network device, the configuration information based on the mobility status of the terminal.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the first information comprises a cell type of a historical cell accessed
by the terminal, and the determining, by the network device, a mobility status of the terminal based on the first
information and/or the second information comprises:

determining, by the network device, a mobility weight for each historical cell based on a cell type;
determining, by the network device, a target quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in the
historical cells; and
determining, by the network device based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of change times and
a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity of change times.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the first information comprises residence duration of the terminal in the
cell; and
the determining, by the network device, a mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the
second information comprises:

determining, by the network device, a cell coverage area for each historical cell based on the cell type, and
determining a moving speed of the terminal in the cell based on the cell coverage area and the residence
duration of the terminal in the cell; and
determining, by the network device, the mobility status of the terminal based on the moving speed in each
historical cell.

13. The method according to claim 10, wherein the first information comprises cell capability information of a historical
cell accessed by the terminal, and the determining, by the network device, a mobility status of the terminal based
on the first information and/or the second information comprises:

determining, by the network device, a mobility weight for each historical cell based on cell capability information;
determining, by the network device, a target quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in the
historical cells; and
determining, by the network device based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of change times and
a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity of change times.

14. The method according to claim 10, wherein the determining, by the network device, a mobility status of the terminal
based on the first information and/or the second information comprises:

determining, by the network device, a mobility weight for each historical cell based on a quantity of beams in
the cell;
determining, by the network device, a target quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in the
historical cells; and
determining, by the network device based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of change times and
a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity of change times.

15. The method according to claim 10, wherein the determining, by the network device, a mobility status of the terminal
based on the first information and/or the second information comprises:

obtaining, by the network device, a target quantity of beam switching times based on the second information,
wherein the second information is the beam information of the historical cell accessed by the terminal; and
determining, by the network device based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of beam switching
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times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity of beam switching times.

16. The method according to claim 11, 13, 14, or 15, wherein the determining, by the network device based on a preset
correspondence between a quantity of change times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the
target quantity of change times comprises:

if the target quantity of change times is greater than or equal to a first threshold, determining that the mobility
status of the terminal is a first mobility state;
if the target quantity of change times is greater than or equal to a second threshold and less than the first
threshold, determining that the mobility status of the terminal is a second mobility state; or
if the target quantity of change times is greater than or equal to a third threshold and less than the second
threshold, determining that the mobility status of the terminal is a third mobility state.

17. A terminal configuration method, comprising:

sending, by a terminal, first information and/or second information to a network device, wherein the first infor-
mation is cell access information, and the second information is beam access information; and
receiving, by the terminal, configuration information sent by the network device.

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein
when the terminal sends the first information to the network device, the configuration information comprises a cell
reselection threshold, a cell reselection hysteresis parameter, cell reselection hysteresis duration, and a cell rese-
lection mobile-state scale factor, and/or a cell handover threshold, a cell handover hysteresis parameter, a cell
handover triggering time, and a cell handover mobile-state scale factor; and/or
when the terminal sends the second information to the network device, the configuration information comprises at
least one of a beam change threshold, a beam change hysteresis parameter, beam change hysteresis duration, a
beam change mobile-state scale factor, a beam change triggering time, a beam change evaluation time, and an
additional evaluation time, wherein the beam change is beam increase or beam switching.

19. The method according to claim 17 or 18, wherein before the sending, by a terminal, first information and/or second
information to a network device, the method further comprises:
receiving, by the terminal, third information sent by the network device, wherein the third information is used to
instruct the terminal to send the first information and/or the second information to the network device.

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein before the receiving, by the terminal, third information sent by the network
device, the method further comprises:
sending, by the terminal, fourth information to the network device, wherein the fourth information is capability infor-
mation of the terminal for obtaining the first information and/or the second information.

21. The method according to claim 17 or 18, wherein the method further comprises:
receiving, by the terminal, a mobility status of the terminal that is sent by the network device.

22. The method according to claim 17 or 18, wherein after the receiving, by the terminal, configuration information sent
by the network device, the method further comprises:

when the configuration information comprises the cell reselection threshold, the cell reselection hysteresis
parameter, the cell reselection hysteresis duration, and the cell reselection mobile-state scale factor, performing,
by the terminal, cell reselection based on the configuration information;
when the configuration information comprises the cell handover threshold, the cell handover hysteresis param-
eter, cell handover hysteresis duration, and the cell handover mobile-state scale factor, performing, by the
terminal, cell handover based on the configuration information; or
when the configuration information comprises the beam change threshold, the beam change hysteresis param-
eter, the beam change hysteresis duration, and the beam change mobile-state scale factor, performing, by the
terminal, beam changing based on the configuration information.

23. A terminal configuration method, comprising:

configuring, by a network device, fifth information and/or sixth information based on beam access information,
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wherein the fifth information comprises at least one of the first threshold, a second threshold, or a third threshold,
and the sixth information comprises at least one of the first mobility state, a second mobility state, or a third
mobility state; and
sending, by the network device, the fifth information and/or the sixth information to the terminal.

24. The method according to claim 23, wherein
if a quantity of beam access times is greater than or equal to the first threshold, a mobility status of the terminal is
the first mobility state;
if a quantity of beam access times is greater than or equal to the second threshold and less than the first threshold,
a mobility status of the terminal is the second mobility state; or
if a quantity of beam access times is greater than or equal to the third threshold and less than the second threshold,
a mobility status of the terminal is the third mobility state.

25. A method for determining mobility of a terminal, comprising:

obtaining, by a terminal, first information and/or second information, wherein the first information is cell access
information, and the second information is beam access information; and
determining, by the terminal, a mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second
information.

26. The method according to claim 25, wherein the cell is a 5G cell, and the network device is a base station or a
transmission and reception point TRP;
the cell access information comprises a cell identifier and/or a residence time of the terminal in the cell; and
the beam access information comprises a beam identifier and/or a residence time of the terminal in a beam.

27. The method according to claim 26, wherein the cell access information further comprises a cell type, and the cell
type is set based on a quantity of network devices in the cell and/or power of a network device in the cell.

28. The method according to claim 26, wherein the cell access information further comprises cell capability information,
and the cell capability information comprises at least one of: beamforming capabilities, beam widths, or beam
coverage areas of all or some network devices in the cell.

29. The method according to claim 25, wherein before the obtaining, by a terminal, first information and/or second
information, the method further comprises:
receiving, by the terminal, a cell type or cell capability information from a network device.

30. The method according to claim 25, wherein the cell access information is cell information of a historical cell accessed
by the terminal under a first configuration condition; and
the beam access information is beam information of a historical cell accessed by the terminal under a second
configuration condition.

31. The method according to claim 30, wherein
the first configuration condition is a quantity of configured cells, or a configured time segment, or that a network
connection status of the terminal is any one of a first state, a second state, or a third state; and
the second configuration condition is a quantity of configured beams, or a configured time segment, or that a network
connection status of the terminal is any one of a first state, a second state, or a third state; wherein
the first state is an idle state, the second state is a connected state, and the third state is a connected state defined
in a 5G or a new radio system.

32. The method according to any one of claims 25 to 31, wherein after the determining, by the terminal, a mobility status
of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information, the method further comprises:
reporting, by the terminal, the mobility status to the network device.

33. The method according to any one of claims 25 to 31, wherein the method further comprises:
receiving, by the terminal, a mobility status reporting instruction sent by the network device, wherein the mobility
status reporting instruction is used to instruct the terminal to report the mobility status to the network device.

34. The method according to any one of claims 25 to 31, wherein the determining, by the terminal, a mobility status of
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the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information comprises:

determining, by the terminal, a quantity of cell change times based on the first information, wherein the first
information is the cell information of the historical cell accessed by the terminal; and
determining, by the terminal, the mobility status based on the quantity of cell change times.

35. The method according to any one of claims 25 to 31, wherein the determining, by the terminal, a mobility status of
the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information comprises:

determining, by the terminal, a target quantity of beam switching times based on the second information, wherein
the second information is the beam information of the historical cell accessed by the terminal; and
determining, by the terminal based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of beam switching times
and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity of beam switching times.

36. The method according to claim 26, wherein the determining, by the terminal, a mobility status of the terminal based
on the first information and/or the second information comprises:

determining, by the terminal, a cell coverage area for each historical cell based on a cell type, and determining
a moving speed of the terminal in the cell based on the cell coverage area and residence duration of the terminal
in the cell; and
determining, by the terminal, the mobility status of the terminal based on the moving speed in each historical cell.

37. The method according to claim 28, wherein the determining, by the terminal, a mobility status of the terminal based
on the first information and/or the second information comprises:

determining, by the terminal, a mobility weight for each historical cell based on cell capability information of the
cell;
determining, by the terminal, a target quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in the historical
cells; and
determining, by the terminal based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of change times and a
mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity of change times.

38. The method according to any one of claims 25 to 31, wherein the first information comprises beam information of
the cell, and the determining, by the terminal, a mobility status of the terminal based on the second information
comprises:

determining, by the terminal, a mobility weight for each historical cell based on a quantity of beams in the cell;
determining, by the network device, a target quantity of change times based on the mobility weights in the
historical cells; and
determining, by the network device based on a preset correspondence between a quantity of change times and
a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target quantity of change times.

39. The method according to claim 37 or 38, wherein the determining, by the network device based on a preset corre-
spondence between a quantity of change times and a mobility status, a mobility status corresponding to the target
quantity of change times comprises:

if the target quantity of change times is greater than or equal to a first threshold, determining that the mobility
status of the terminal is a first mobility state;
if the target quantity of change times is greater than or equal to a second threshold and less than the first
threshold, determining that the mobility status of the terminal is a second mobility state; or
if the target quantity of change times is greater than or equal to a third threshold and less than the second
threshold, determining that the mobility status of the terminal is a third mobility state.

40. A terminal configuration method, comprising:

obtaining, by a network device, a mobility status and/or a mobility type of a terminal;
determining, by the network device, configuration information based on the mobility status and/or the mobility
type of the terminal; and
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sending, by the network device, the configuration information to the terminal.

41. The method according to claim 40, wherein the mobility type may be a first mobility type, a second mobility type, or
a third mobility type; and
the first mobility type is a beam change of the terminal between network devices, the second mobility type is cell
handover or a beam change of the terminal between network device groups, and the third mobility type is a beam
change of the terminal in a network device.

42. The method according to claim 40, wherein before the obtaining, by a network device, a mobility status and/or a
mobility type of a terminal, the method further comprises:

obtaining, by the network device, first information and/or second information from the terminal; and
the obtaining, by a network device, a mobility status and/or a mobility type of a terminal comprises:
obtaining, by the network device, the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal based on the first
information and/or the second information, wherein the first information is cell access information, and the
second information is beam access information.

43. The method according to claim 41, wherein the obtaining, by the network device, first information and/or second
information from the terminal comprises:

when the mobility type of the terminal is the first mobility type or the third mobility type, obtaining, by the network
device, the first information and/or the second information from the terminal by using physical layer signaling
or MAC layer signaling; or
when the mobility type of the terminal is the second mobility type, obtaining, by the network device, the first
information and/or the second information from the terminal by using physical layer signaling, MAC layer sign-
aling, or RRC layer signaling.

44. The method according to any one of claims 40 to 43, wherein before the obtaining, by a network device, a mobility
status and/or a mobility type of a terminal, the method further comprises:

instructing, by the network device, the terminal to report the mobility status and/or the mobility type; and
the obtaining, by a network device, a mobility status and/or a mobility type of a terminal comprises:
obtaining, by the network device, the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal from the terminal.

45. The method according to any one of claims 40 to 43, wherein the network device instructs the terminal to periodically
trigger an event or instructs the terminal to report the mobility status and/or the mobility type when the terminal is
in a connected state.

46. The method according to any one of claims 40 to 43, wherein the configuration information is sent by the network
device to the terminal by using physical layer signaling, Media Access Control MAC layer signaling, or radio resource
control RRC layer signaling.

47. A terminal configuration method, comprising:

sending, by a terminal, a mobility status and/or a mobility type of the terminal to a network device; and
receiving, by the terminal, configuration information sent by the network device.

48. The method according to claim 47, wherein the sending, by a terminal, a mobility status and/or a mobility type of
the terminal to a network device comprises:

when the mobility type of the terminal is a first mobility type or a third mobility type, sending, by the terminal,
the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal to the network device by using physical layer signaling
or MAC layer signaling; or
when the mobility type of the terminal is a second mobility type, sending, by the terminal, the mobility status
and/or the mobility type of the terminal to the network device by using physical layer signaling, MAC layer
signaling, or RRC layer signaling, wherein
the first mobility type is a beam change of the terminal between network devices, the second mobility type is
cell handover or a beam change of the terminal between network device groups, and the third mobility type is
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a beam change of the terminal in the network device.

49. The method according to claim 48, wherein after the receiving, by the terminal, configuration information sent by
the network device, the method further comprises:

applying, by the terminal, first configuration information to the first mobility type;
applying, by the terminal, second configuration information to the second mobility type; and
applying, by the terminal, third configuration information to the third mobility type.

50. A network device, comprising:

an obtaining module, configured to obtain first information and/or second information, wherein the first information
is cell access information, and the second information is beam access information;
a determining module, configured to determine configuration information based on the first information and/or
the second information; and
a sending module, configured to send the configuration information to a terminal.

51. A terminal, comprising:

a sending module, configured to send first information and/or second information to a network device, wherein
the first information is cell access information, and the second information is beam access information; and
a receiving module, configured to receive configuration information sent by the network device.

52. A network device, comprising:

a configuration module, configured to configure fifth information and/or sixth information based on beam access
information, wherein the fifth information comprises at least one of the first threshold, a second threshold, or a
third threshold, and the sixth information comprises at least one of the first mobility state, a second mobility
state, or a third mobility state; and
a sending module, configured to send the fifth information and/or the sixth information to the terminal.

53. A terminal, comprising:

an obtaining module, configured to obtain first information and/or second information, wherein the first information
is cell access information, and the second information is beam access information; and
a determining module, configured to determine a mobility status of the terminal based on the first information
and/or the second information.

54. A network device, comprising:

an obtaining module, configured to obtain a mobility status and/or a mobility type of a terminal; and
a determining module, configured to determine configuration information based on the mobility status and/or
the mobility type of the terminal.

55. A terminal, comprising:

a sending module, configured to send a mobility status and/or a mobility type of the terminal to a network device;
and
a receiving module, configured to receive configuration information sent by the network device.

56. A network device, comprising a transceiver, a processor, and a memory, wherein the transceiver, the processor,
and the memory are connected to each other by using a bus; the memory is configured to store computer executable
program code; the program code comprises an operation instruction; and the processor is specifically configured
to perform the following method by invoking the operation instruction:

obtaining first information and/or second information, wherein the first information is cell access information,
and the second information is beam access information;
determining configuration information based on the first information and/or the second information; and
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sending the configuration information to a terminal.

57. User equipment, comprising a transceiver, a processor, and a memory, wherein the transceiver, the processor, and
the memory are connected to each other by using a bus; the memory is configured to store computer executable
program code; the program code comprises an operation instruction; and the processor is specifically configured
to perform the following method by invoking the operation instruction:

sending first information and/or second information to a network device, wherein the first information is cell
access information, and the second information is beam access information; and
receiving configuration information sent by the network device.

58. A network device, comprising a transceiver, a processor, and a memory, wherein the transceiver, the processor,
and the memory are connected to each other by using a bus; the memory is configured to store computer executable
program code; the program code comprises an operation instruction; and the processor is specifically configured
to perform the following method by invoking the operation instruction:

configuring fifth information and/or sixth information based on beam access information, wherein the fifth infor-
mation comprises at least one of the first threshold, a second threshold, or a third threshold, and the sixth
information comprises at least one of the first mobility state, a second mobility state, or a third mobility state; and
sending the fifth information and/or the sixth information to the terminal.

59. A terminal, comprising a transceiver, a processor, and a memory, wherein the transceiver, the processor, and the
memory are connected to each other by using a bus; the memory is configured to store computer executable program
code; the program code comprises an operation instruction; and the processor is specifically configured to perform
the following method by invoking the operation instruction:

obtaining first information and/or second information, wherein the first information is cell access information,
and the second information is beam access information; and
determining a mobility status of the terminal based on the first information and/or the second information.

60. A network device, comprising a transceiver, a processor, and a memory, wherein the transceiver, the processor,
and the memory are connected to each other by using a bus; the memory is configured to store computer executable
program code; the program code comprises an operation instruction; and the processor is specifically configured
to perform the following method by invoking the operation instruction:

obtaining a mobility status and/or a mobility type of a terminal; and
determining configuration information based on the mobility status and/or the mobility type of the terminal.

61. A terminal, comprising a transceiver, a processor, and a memory, wherein the transceiver, the processor, and the
memory are connected to each other by using a bus; the memory is configured to store computer executable program
code; the program code comprises an operation instruction; and the processor is specifically configured to perform
the following method by invoking the operation instruction:

sending a mobility status and/or a mobility type of the terminal to a network device; and
receiving configuration information sent by the network device.
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